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Witch Momiji is the master of demonic magic and
bounty hunting! With the 5 kinds of magic in her

arsenal, she will hunt witches down with a catch, and
dispose of their evil ways with nothing less than

death! ... Play as the other 5 girls in an all-new girl-on-
girl action game! Play it in VR with the PlayStation VR
Headset! A friend of mine gave me a PlayStation VR a

while ago. I never really played with it since it's
expensive and hard to find for sale. But because she
gave it to me as a gift, I decided I would use it after

all. You can find additional information about the
PlayStation VR on the PlayStation site. VR version of
the game was a lot harder to play than the regular

version. You... Ikusa Kaihatsu Co., Ltd. I love magic in
real life, but I've never been able to try it. I mean,

why would we open a portal when we can just go to
the nearest magic shop to buy spells? Finally, I got

my chance! Today was the opening of the Sorcerer's
Coven. The Sorcerers' Coven is where magic and

alchemy go hand in hand. Here, I could really create
spells and potions that work. I'm Momiji... Akagure
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Shogi＊＊＊ A special limited edition playhouse made
with cotton candy! With a gorgeous painting on the

house, take a seat inside to enjoy a relaxing
experience. The Akagure Shogi playhouse can be

grabbed for free as part of the Limited Edition! Need a
way to get your kids interested in chess? How about

trying to win a game of shogi? With this limited
edition playhouse, you'll be able to fulfill your child's...

Ikusa Kaihatsu Co., Ltd. I love magic in real life, but
I've never been able to try it. I mean, why would we

open a portal when we can just go to the nearest
magic shop to buy spells? Finally, I got my chance!
Today was the opening of the Sorcerer's Coven. The

Sorcerers' Coven is where magic and alchemy go
hand in hand. Here, I could really create spells and

potions that work. I'm Momiji... - This content is
covered by the Season Pass 3. Please be careful to
avoid making redundant purchases.- This content is

Features Key:
Chiaki Sakai - War Horse

Ayumi Miyazaki - Mysterious
Misaki Hayashi - Sky Map

Shiori Miyazaki - Hanabi Original Soundtrack, Passion

Stages:

1. Prologue

2. Return of the Temple of the Asura, Sadorisan

3. Battleground Gates, Battleground Titans

4. Battleground Battle, Battleground of Chaos, Battle of the Third

5. Battleground War, Battleground of Altimun, The Chord
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6. Battleground Battle, Battleground of Order, Battleground of Wisdom

7. Battleground Battle, Battle of the Horizon, Battleground of Dusk

We hope you enjoy!

System Requirements:

Windows 7 64-bit, Windows Vista 64-bit, Windows XP 64-bit
3GB of RAM
Hard Disk / DVD 7GB

 

 

 

Thank you for buying our music!
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